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Introduction



▪ Context
▪ West Midlands perspective
▪ Key challenges
▪ Some solutions

Introduction



The UK is not one economy

London is Europe’s 
largest Economy –

UK is the least 
spatially distributed 
by some distance

Only 3 UK 
regions 
outstrip 

Bucharest
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Source: Eurostat



GVA growth & employment density

Source: IED analysis of ONS



Local Authority GVA 1998-2016

Source: ONS



Local Authority GVA 1998-2016

Source: ONS



Local Authority GVA/head 1998-2016

Source: ONS
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Local Authority GVA at 2016 growth rates

Source: ONS



General Observations

▪ Largest imbalance in UK is between London and regions (unlike 
France & US where the largest imbalance is between metropolitan 
and rural)

▪ Too simplistic to equate rural characteristics with slower growth –
depends on many other factors (skills and sector balance)

▪ In the UK the challenges remain under-performing towns
▪ Evidence of some decoupling post recession
▪ Trends in economic development – the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ 

likely to create a existential threat to many rural communities
▪ Rural communities likely to face the most serious economic issues 

of any locations in the UK over the next 20-30 years



Very strong headwinds

▪ Very rapid deployment of infrastructure required – favouring densely populated 
areas:
▪ Speed and capacity of data (mobile and fibre) transfer
▪ Future mobility systems
▪ Decarbonised energy systems

▪ Increasing attractiveness of city living for younger demographic accelerated by 
available infrastructure increasing magnetism

▪ Economies of agglomeration appear to have been more important in the digital 
economy (counter intuitive) eg silicon roundabout

▪ Challenges around social care provision, public transport and rural employment 
(further loss of agricultural and manufacturing employment accelerated by 
Brexit) encourage de-population

▪ Larger number of rural communities reach tipping point where local businesses 
no longer sustained by available income



Industrial Strategy

The industrial strategy actually illustrates the point

Grand Challenges Key enablers
AI / Big Data ▪ First in class data connectivity

▪ Super computing capacity
Ageing ▪ Mobile connectivity

▪ Primary / secondary healthcare connections
▪ Digital records, capability, willingness

Future mobility ▪ Charging / fuelling infrastructure
▪ Transport hubs
▪ Sharing / ownership models

Clean growth ▪ Power networks
▪ Smart systems
▪ Decarbonised heat



What next?



Critical Success Factors

Priorities

1. Digital connectivity
2. Housing
3. Business hubs
4. Community self-help
5. Mobility clubs
6. Decarbonise heat

Of course, there are many ‘micro’ initiatives that can improve the current 
community – but rural economic development urgently needs to consider a 
longer term / strategic approach



1. Digital connectivity

The key enabler – and there is something that rural communities can do 



2. Housing

Without building more homes, the population shrinks and ages. This 
challenges the viability of rural communities

Staffordshire Moorlands – households and houses required
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3. Business Hubs

Creating some element of critical mass and economy



4. Community self help

Communities generally have a range of different ‘civic’ assets at their 
disposal



5. Mobility clubs

Atkins – rethinking transport as a mobility service



6. Decarbonising heat

Decarbonising heat and reducing energy costs to off gas grid customers – a 
commercial modelling issue not a technology issue. Household cash profile:



Conclusions

▪ Rural communities likely to face the most serious economic issues 
of any locations in the UK over the next 20-30 years

▪ This threat will be existential for some
▪ Keeping up with general economic growth is unlikely – but there are 

many interventions that can avoid catastrophe
▪ This can sustain communities with their USP – quality of life for 

those that choose it



Thank you and contact

Nigel Wilcock
Institute of Economic Development
Unit 214
The Base
Dallam Lane
Warrington
Cheshire
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Tel: 01925 837679
Tel: 07747 085400

Email: nwilcock@ied.co.uk
Web: www.ied.co.uk


